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Fall Meeting Update
 
Come Re-Connect with your AHPCS 
Colleagues in Mystic, Connecticut, 
September 30—October 2, 2021!
     Looking for a chance to get out and 
meet with friends and colleagues, see 
original prints—not online images—and 
visit some of the places that inspired 
them? Join us in Mystic, Connecticut this 
fall. Our base for the first two days will 
be Mystic Seaport Museum, one of the 
nation’s leading maritime museums, with 
an outstanding print collection rarely seen 
by the general public. Your registration 
fee includes two days’ admission to the 
Museum Village. The program will begin 
on Thursday morning, September 30, with 
a continental breakfast, followed by our 
first in-person general meeting since the 
spring of 2019. The meeting will introduce 
our new officers and will include updates 
on our many activities since the pandemic 
broke out last year, as well as information 
about the 2022 annual meeting in Denver, 
Colorado. Fred Calabretta, Senior Curator 
at Mystic Seaport Museum, will then 
provide an overview of the Museum’s 
collections highlighting selected prints 
and associated stories, and Richard C. 
Malley, Museum Curator at the Webb-
Deane-Stevens Museum in Wethersfield, 
Connecticut, will speak about the 
Museum’s nautical charts. Following a 
catered lunch, we’ll break into groups for

(continued on page 2)

In the Know: 
An interview with our incoming editor 
of Imprint, Caroline Sloat
We recently had a chance to talk to the incoming editor 
of Imprint, Caroline Sloat, who is also a new member 
of the board. Caroline is currently working on future 
issues of Imprint following Sally’s last issue as editor, 
which is due out later this year. We discussed her 
background, editorial style, collections, and ideas.

(continued on page 5)

Above (top): Detail from “View of Norwich from the South,” Color 
lithograph by E.C. Kellogg after John Denison Crocker, 1853; Above 
(bottom): Detail from “New London, Conn.” Color lithograph by O. H. 
Bailey after Vogt, 1876. Both images, courtesy of Mystic Seaport Museum.

Enclosed you will find a meeting 
registration form which can be mailed 

back with payment.  
You can also register online at:  

ahpcs.org/mystic-meeting-registration  
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(continued from page 1)
behind-the-scenes visits to the print collection and have our first chance to explore the Museum 
Village and to take a brief boat ride. Dinner will be in the River Room at Latitude 41, the Museum’s 
restaurant overlooking the Mystic River, and will be preceded by a Print Mart, with a chance to see, 
discuss, and purchase original prints from some of our dealer members.
     Friday we will continue our program on maritime prints, with talks on The Awful Conflagration 
of the Steam Boat Lexington by AHPCS board member James S. Brust; Fitz Henry Lane by Georgia 
Barnhill, Curator of Graphic Art Emerita at the American Antiquarian Society; and maps and birds-
eye views of local seaports by Christina Brophy, Senior Director of Museum Galleries at Mystic 
Seaport.  After lunch, you will have time to continue your exploration of the Museum and its 
exhibitions, re-visit the print collection (by appointment), or visit some of the many nearby museums, 
including the Lyman Allyn Museum, the Custom House Museum, and the New London Historical 
Society in New London; the Slater Museum in Norwich; and the Stonington Historical Society in 
Stonington. You might also like to visit Fort Griswold in Groton, the scene of a major Revolutionary 
War battle, and Fort Trumbull in New London, both of which sites figure prominently in views of the 
area.  For our final formal dinner, which will include a chance to honor retiring board members, we 
will return to the River Room at Latitude 41. Dinner will be followed by the annual auction, which 
benefits the Society.
     On Saturday, we are invited to a special preview of the exhibition, Re-Visiting America: The Prints 
of Currier & Ives, at the Florence Griswold Museum in Old Lyme, Connecticut. Those interested in 
attending will car-pool to Old Lyme, approximately 30 minutes from Mystic, where there will be a 
curator-led tour of the exhibition and a chance to visit the Florence Griswold House, a historic sea 
captain’s house, where many of the Connecticut Impressionists spent their summers in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. The museum campus, located on the banks of the Lieutenant River, also 
includes the studio of William Chadwick and lovely gardens. From Old Lyme, we will continue up 
the Connecticut River to Essex, Connecticut, where we will have lunch at the historic Griswold Inn. 
Innkeeper Geoff Paul will welcome us and provide an introduction the inn’s print collection, which 
we will be able to view on our own. Following lunch, you may wish to visit the Connecticut River 
Museum, located on the former steamboat docks on the riverbank. Dinner will be on your own, a 
chance to enjoy one of the many fine restaurants in the Mystic area.

Accommodations (see insert)
Participants will make their own hotel reservations. Mystic, Connecticut is a premier tourist 
destination and offers a wide range of accommodations, including basic motels, historic bed and 
breakfasts, inns, and full-service hotels. Local favorites include the Whalers’ Inn, the Steamboat Inn, 
the Inn at Mystic, the Spicer Mansion, the Taber Inn and Suites, and the Inn at Stonington, as well as 
the Hilton Mystic, Hyatt Place Mystic, and the Mystic Marriott. Most hotels are a half mile or farther 
from the Mystic Seaport Museum. If you don’t have transportation and will need a ride the Seaport, 
indicate this on your registration form and we will arrange for another participant to pick you up at 
your hotel. Please be sure to make your hotel reservations well in advance, since fall is a busy season 
in New England and choice accommodations may fill up well in advance.
Transportation
     The closest airport to Mystic, Connecticut is T. F. Green Airport in Providence, Rhode Island.  
For those not picking up a rental car, ground transportation is available by taxi or by train from 
downtown Providence. The train station in Providence is accessible by bus or taxi and the train 
station in Mystic is located within walking distance of several of the local hotels. There is also good 
train service to Mystic (4 times per day) from New York and Boston and points north and south.  
Bradley International Airport (Hartford/Springfield) is slightly farther from Mystic than T.F. Green, 
and the bus and train connections to Mystic are not as good. However, if you plan to rent a car for the 
course of your stay, it is a good option.

Questions? Contact Nancy Finlay at nfinlay@outlook.com.  
Note: enclosed you will also find a list of suggested accommodations and local attractions. 
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shadwell conservation grants
 
Rolling deadline: AHPCS encourages accredited, non-
profit institutions with significant print collections to 
apply for conservation grants for the preservation of 
American historical prints. An American historical 
print is defined as an American print over 100-years-
old. Applicants must be members of the AHPCS. This 
program is made possible through bequest funds from 
Wendy Shadwell, past president of the AHPCS. For more 
information and applications, as well as for  information 
on joining AHPCS, please refer to the AHPCS website: 
ahpcs.org/wendy-shadwell-conservation-grant or contact 
Roger Genser, Chairperson, Shadwell Print Conservation 
Subcommittee, PO Box 5133, Santa Monica, CA 90409 (or 
email genserprints@verizon.net).

Interested in viewing past awardees to see if your project is a 
good fit? Visit: ahpcs.org/shadwell_winners

In Memoriam: William H. Huntington (1929–2020)
By John Zak 

     Former board member, Bill Huntington, passed away peacefully on December 27, 2020. He was 
born in 1929 in Omaha, Nebraska. Bill’s family, having an extreme interest in both historical books 
and prints of America, spent much time in sharing and teaching him when he was young. Shortly 
after, Bill pursued his interest of joining the US Army Corps of Engineers. After fulfilling this for 
many years, he opened a business selling books on the American West. 
     As the business began to grow, so did his interest, and along with the books, he began to collect 
and sell American prints as well. Bill married Roberta “Bobbie” Huntington, and their child, Robin 
Mardi also became interested in attending meetings and joining AHPCS. In the spring of 2002, Bill 
provided us with a wonderful annual meeting in Omaha. Bill told us that a company in town had a 
huge collection of Currier & Ives lithographs, and that he would attempt to see if we might be able to 
view them. I remember that we were getting close to the meeting, and he was still not certain. Shortly 
before, Bill had a strong smile on his face, indicating that indeed they would host us! Bill provided 
one of the very best annual meetings ever! He is survived by his daughters, Gay Bussard and Robin 
Mardi along with his son Bill Huntington. We thank you Bill and will miss you always. 

A Note from 
the Outgoing 

President
     Since we will not be meeting 
in person again this May 
due to the persistence of the 
coronavirus pandemic, the 
election of officers and new 
board members which usually 
takes place at the annual 
business meeting will once 
again be conducted using an 
online website. Members with 
email will receive a message 
with a link to the ballot on 
May 20th.  Members without 
email may call Helena Wright, 
representing the Nominating 
Committee, at 202-966-1558 
in order to vote. Anyone 
wishing to nominate additional 
candidates should contact 
Helena before May 14th so that 
the names may be added to 
the ballot.  Thank you all for 
your participation.  Last year 
a record number of members 
voted in the election and we are 
hoping for a similar turnout this 
year.

Mark Your Calendars! 

On Saturday, June 5 at 11:00 a.m. ET there will be a one-
hour Zoom preview of the upcoming AHPCS September–
October meeting in Mystic, Connecticut. Clayton 
Lewis will host the zoom session, and will review the 
itinerary for the meeting. Zoom attendees will also enjoy 
presentations from the staff of Mystic Seaport and the 
Florence Griswold Museum on what we can expect this 
fall. There will be an opportunity for questions as well. 
Look for details in an upcoming email!
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Elected New Nominees At-Large seats:
(Beginning 3 year term class of 2024)
David Wright
Tom Bruhn
Roger Genser

Board members - Committee Chairs
Membership Chair–Jourdan Houston (2nd term, 
     class of 2021)
Imprint Editor–Caroline Sloat
News Letter Editor–Jackie Penny
Publications Chair–Sarah Weatherwax (2nd term, 
     class of 2022)
Regional Activities Chair–Clayton Lewis
     (2nd term, class of 2024)
Website chair–Michael Buehler (2nd term, 
     class of 2024)

At-Large Board Members (Not up for election)
Stephanie Delamaire (first term, class of 2022)
Helena Wright (first term, class of 2022)
Fred Baron (first term, class of 2022)
Chris Lane (first term class of 2023)

Board members leaving: 
John Zak
Lauren Hewes 
Michael McKenzie*  
     *recently deceased

Proposed Slate for the 
Incoming 2021-2022 Board of 

Directors and Officers
Please note: AHPCS Officers and new members 
of the Board of Directors are traditionally elected 
at the annual meeting. However, elections for the 
current board will be held electronically this year 

(as was the 2020-2021 board). Biographies are 
available at ahpcs.org/2021-2022-board

Elected Officers – nominated for election for 
one year (3 year maximum):

President–Allen Bernard
First Vice President–Clayton Lewis 2nd term as 
     Vice President (2nd term Class of 2024) 
Second Vice President–Jim Brust (1st term 
     Class of 2023)

Elected INDEFINITE TERMS
Treasurer–Robert Newman
Secretary–Nancy Finlay

Other Board Members (continuing)
Immediate Past President–Nancy Finlay
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(Interview with Caroline Sloat, incoming Imprint editor. . . continued from page 1)

Can you tell us a little about your editorial background? 
I am a trained historian of the nineteenth-century—while not an art historian, I am visually-inclined. 
The overlap is that I look at history in its third-dimension. I spent twenty-five years working at Old 
Sturbridge Village (OSV), spending the last ten as editor of their institutional magazine. Afterwards, 
I moved to the American Antiquarian Society (AAS) where I stayed for nineteen-years. During my 
tenure there I was editor of the Society’s Proceedings (1993-2008); I also worked closely with Gigi 
Barnhill and had many amazing conversations with institutions and artists. Also, I was there when 
the AHPCS fellowship was introduced! One of the biggest projects I worked on while there was 
picture editor of the five-volume set the History of the Book in America. I also enjoyed working on the 
edited version of the Christopher Columbus Baldwin diary; so much of what he wrote was visual and 
the produced diary is heavily-illustrated.

What can we expect in the near-future of Imprint? Do you have anything in the works?
I do actually! I am working with a few authors on an illustrator whose pieces appeared in atlases. 
They also serve as stand-alone prints. I also have about six queries out to prospective authors. I don’t 
think all of them will become articles, but it in this field it is good to have many pans in the fire. I’m 
predicting some of [the articles] will be shorter and others will be longer.  

What would you say your style is as editor? 
When it comes to this work, not everything pans out – you don’t always know what you are going to 
have for the next issue. It is a good idea to have many queries out to see what will eventually come 
home to roost. If I had to pick my slogan it would be, “I like helping people get things in print.” I 
also try to be fair – I want the issue to be the best it can be. So therefore I have to push a bit. This 
publication needs to have an academic look—it doesn’t mean you have to be an academic to write for 
it, just that I want it to be to that standard. I like things to be smart. 

Do you think the past year will change how you serve as editor?
I will note how different it is (in this second-year of the pandemic) to entice panelists to become 
authors! I remember being at many conferences and sprinting to get to the podium before other 
editors in order to chat privately and ask him/her to be an author for me! Now with conferences 
presently being online you have to be the quickest to email the speakers! I also think scouting at 
conferences will be different. Calls for papers and promotion of conferences which were typically 
through List-SERVS will continue, and have lead me to an incredible assortment of regional 
conferences—many which I never would have been able to go to in person. And once you have 
been to one of these programs, you find out about others like it! I think in the future many of these 
conferences will be hybrid which will enable all of us to participate in them. COViD also turned out 
to be a time to spread out books and works more broadly. 

Can you describe the process of being an editor for us? Who would be your ideal author?
Sure. The editor has a fair amount of generating to do. My ideal author would be someone who 
checks in with me about a year before the publication date. I like to start to work with authors 
through details once I have a submission. It is good to have time to think about it. In a perfect world 
I would have a number of people lined up, I would have a clean manuscript with perfect illustrations 
all the right size, correct dpi and with credit lines, and commissions all squared away. The ideal 
author would respond promptly to proofs and would really be present for the process. But we don’t 
live in that world. Not everyone gives you things perfect. The reality is the editor is the most invisible 
person—no one realizes what you have to go through, how many times you go over every word, 
mark and space and how you pay attention to every detail; it is like a giant puzzle. The editor has 
to be the intellectual wrap-around—to make it look good, to flow, and to be silent. There are many 
things an editor does, but it is truly what I enjoy doing.
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The Past and the Future, engraved by Francis Holl from a drawing by Miss Margaret Gillies. London, published July 1st, 
1857 by Messrs. Fores, 41, Piccadilly. Sight size 24 ½ by 20 inches. Courtesy of Doug Alexander.
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AHPCS Helps Further the Study of
The Past and the Future

By James S. Brust

I wrote up in the Summer 2020 News Letter. 
I was grateful for the knowledge of the Holl 
engraving he had provided, and I shared with 
him my small CDV photographs that likely 
showed it, but up to that point neither of us 
had seen Holl’s actual engraving of The Past 
and the Future.
     In February 2021 an inquiry came to our 
website from a gentleman named Doug 
Alexander, who had also come across my 
writings for the News Letter while looking for 
information about The Past and the Future. In 
going through stored pictures, he had come 
across the very 1857 Holl engraving Werner 
Kraus and I had hoped would surface. It 
is illustrated on the opposite page. With 
permission, I quickly shared it with a pleased 
Werner Kraus.
     This image was extraordinarily popular 
in the 19th century. Werner Kraus’s research 
revealed the engraving circulated widely 
in Europe and America, as well as Java and 
South Africa. There were engraved versions 
other than Holl’s; I have a much smaller one 
by another popular British engraver, F.E. 
Jones. I know it can frequently be found 
on 19th century CDVs; there are a number 
in my collection, and even as I write this 
article in April 2021, there is one by a Boston 
photographer available on eBay with asking 
price under fifteen dollars. 
     The Currier & Ives version, however, is 
rare and seems not to have been popular. 
They thought enough of the image to issue it 
as a large folio, and that may have been the 
problem. According to an original C&I sales 
list in my collection, it was priced at $1.50. 
That is not a lot for a large folio, some of which 
brought four or even five dollars. But it is still 
much more than a small folio print, which cost 
twenty cents or less. Given the popularity of 
this image as an inexpensive CDV, Currier & 
Ives might have been wiser to issue a small 
folio version of The Past and the Future.

     I became interested in The Past and the Future 
through my study of 19th century carte de 
visite (CDV) photographs that reproduced 
prints of that era. CDVs of this image were 
common, but none showed the version done 
by Currier & Ives. Researching the image 
through the Currier & Ives literature proved 
confusing as it was said to have a companion 
print, Light and Shadow, which I could not find 
anywhere. Looking to the wider world of art 
history, I learned that The Past and the Future 
was originally an 1855 painting by Scottish 
born British artist Margaret Gillies (1803-1887) 
[not “Gilles” as C&I credited]. Subsequently 
engravings were made and circulated to other 
countries, including the United States, where 
Currier & Ives copied the image. My CDVs 
likely showed such an engraving, but usually 
with little or no credit. I first wrote this story 
up for the AHPCS News Letter in Spring 2018, 
noting that the CDVs took us one step closer 
to the prints photographed, but because of 
their small scale, could provide little detail. I 
concluded “…we will only know the full story 
when the actual prints surface.”
     Fast forward to 2020 when I was contacted 
by Dr. Werner Kraus, Director of the Center for 
Southeast Asian Art in Passau, Germany. His 
interest in The Past and the Future was different 
than mine. He had been conducting a long-
time research project on Javanese artist Raden 
Saleh (1811-1880), a part of which had led to 
the artist’s house, still standing in what is now 
Jakarta. He had found a description written 
by an American traveler describing two large 
engravings decorating Saleh’s home, “both 
frequently seen in our land.” One was of two 
figures personifying the past and the future. 
Werner’s research led him to an 1857 British 
engraving by Francis Holl after Margaret 
Gillies—The Past and the Future. 
     In his attempts to locate that engraving he 
came upon my 2018 AHPCS News Letter article 
on the internet, then contacted me through our 
website. We had a charming interchange which 
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Editor’s Note: the AHPCS News Letter is published quarterly. The next deadline for 
information is July 10, 2021. The editor reserves the right to make changes without 
prior approval; send contributions to jpenny@mwa.org. For members wishing to 
place an ad, the cost is $25 for 1/3 of a page and $50 for 1/2 a page. Your ad will 
appear in the next issue.

Call and Response Submission: 
Political Prints

submitted by John Adler

In the Winter issue of the News Letter, we put out a call to 
members to engage with their print collections on the subject 
of inaugurations and share their findings. AHPCS member 
John Adler responded to the call, referencing a print in his 
book America’s Most Influential Journalist: the Life, Times and 
Legacy of Thomas Nast (forthcoming, Fall 2021). The print, seen 
left, illustrates Lincoln’s inauguration and is from the New 
York Illustrated News issue of March 16, 1861. Adler notes the 
liberties taken by Nast in the image of the presiding judge, 
Chief Justice Roger B. Taney. According to Adler, the cover 
“featured a supposed imposed image of Taney administering 

the oath of office to Lincoln. Taney was two weeks shy of his 84th birthday, and the man in the 
picture looked to be in his forties...The News handled its unhideable cover page goof in a positive way 
in the next issue—without apology—with a cover photo by Mathew Brady and laudatory biography 
of Taney (the notorious judge in the Dred Scott court case). The week before the goof, there was a 
sketch of a ‘murderous attack’ sent to a News artist who was to redraw his sketch on woodblocks, 
along with a note about the victim: ‘Do not draw his face until I send [Jim, the engraver in New York] 
the photo.’ Accordingly, it is possible that Nast depended on the artist in New York to draw Taney’s 
face. Nast was too far away to be able to observe Taney’s age and features, and he probably did not 
have access to a Taney photograph. Regardless of who actually was responsible, Nast’s name was 
on the picture. Nast never told Albert Bigelow Paine [his biographer] about the error. However, he 
learned his lesson and kept an extensive file of carte de visites in his home studio to use for future 
cartoons.” (Adler, 90).


